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INTRODUCTION 

The characteristic of lifetime employment (ShashinkoyO ~･~r;~;~~), 
which distinguishes Japanese labour-relations-setting them somewhat 

apart from the situations prevailing in the various European countries-

is fairly well known. However, there seems to be not a little misunder-

standing as to how and under what conditions it originally came to take 

sha pe. 

To give an example of this, Professor J.G. Abegglen, who has made 

an interesting and perceptive analysis of the Japanese labour-relations, 

in The Japan~se Factory singles out " Iifetime commitment " as " the 

cntical difference," and after an examination of the various factory 

organizations in their relation to the " lifetime " element, states in the 

concluding part of the book : "the factory organization seems a constituent 

and logical outgrowth of the lines of relations existing in Japan prior 

to its industrial organization."I This manner of interpretation has consider-

able support even among Japanese scholar~. Or rather it would be more 

accurate to say that it once was a predominant view. Professor Ok~chi 

Kazuo ~~~J~J-~; , who has played a leading role in this fleld, wrote : 

" The feudal characteristic present in Japanese family life, whereby stress is laid upon 

on~'s status within the community, has been carried over in its entirety into labour-

relations in industrial regions. And this gave rise to a tendency to interpret the capitalist 

labour-relations as a form of fanrily relations, and to explain the work life within the 

fr mework of the " ie ~j~ (traditional house community) Iife."2 ,, 

l J. G. Abegglen, The Japanese Factory, New York, McGrawhill, 1945, p. 130. A 
similar view is given in Professor S.B. Levine, Industrial Relations in Postwar Japan 

(Urbana, University of nlinois Press, 1958), whicll is a penetrating study of the Japanese 

labour-relations. Particularly see Chapter II, " The Japanese Management System." 

2 Okochi Kazuo j~~r~~-~~, Shakai Seisaku no Keizairiron ~~~tl~･~:i~~q)~~:~~j~~~*'~~-~_.~il (Eco-

nomic Theory of Social Policy). Tokyo, Nihonhy~ron-sha, 1952, p. 218. Professor Okochi 

observed the Japanese labourer to be essentially a "dekasegi di}~~ worker "-one who 

works away from home-and, therefore, had to interpret the relations implicit in life-

time employment as a concept having little to do with tradition. Although, for a 
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But the results of the recent historical research into labour-relations, 

which underwent rapid development in the last ten years or so, can 
no longer lend support to this kind of theory. The. purpose of this paper 

is to clarify the historical context in which the Japanese labour-relations 

developed. 

I. LABOUR-RELATIONS AT THE TAKE-OFF STAGE 

In considering the labour-relations in the period following the Sino-

Japanese War-the period when Japan's industrialization took off in 
real earnest-the first thing that draws one's attention is the extremely 

high rate of labour mobility at that time. 

One cannot deny that this high rate of mobility waS due in part 

to the fact that many of the labourers were dekasegi ~:~~~ people from 

farm villages, having temporarily left their homes and families to work 

in factories or mines for short terms. But another contributing factor 

was that, in the case of skilled workers in factories and mines, the 

supply of labour was limited in relation to the progress of industrializa-

tion, and that therefore these workers could find new employment rather 

easily. Also, in order to become really skilled workers, it was to their 

advantage to move from factory to factory and to accumulate a variety 

of experiences, and with the accumulation of experience went the 
possibility of increasingly higher wages. 

The outstanding study of labour situations at the beginning of the 

twentieth century. Shokko JljO ~~~Ill~:,I~p~ (The Condition of Factory 

Workers),8 reports the L0110wing about ironwor~ers : 

period of some ten years after the Second World War, the clarification of the "feudal 

aspects" in Japanese labour-relations was the central task imposed on Japanese scholars, 

in the last ten years the interest has shifted to a consideration of how the labour-rela-

tions as seen in present-day Japan came to be formed, and underwent changes, during 

the process of industrialization. For a general survey of this, see the present writer's 

Social Impact of Industrialization in Japan, Tokyo. Ja:panese National Commission for 

* In the examination of the labour situation in the early 1900's. Shokk~ Jtjo is a 

document which one cannot afford to overlook. In such titles as Menshiboseki Shokko~ 

Jtjo ~~.~i~*.~i~~~~~~{Il~:,}~F~ (The Condition of Ootton Spinning Workers), Kiito Shokko Jlj~ 

~~~~~~1~;,f~FI (The Condition of Raw Silk Workers), Orimono Shokko Jtjo j~~~~~~~ill~~,f~F~ 

(The Condition of Textile Workers). Tekk5 Jtjo ~~ill~:,}Fl~ (The Condition of lron-

workers), and Zakko~gyo Shokko Jtjo~ ~~I~i~~~1~;,f*FI (The Condition of Workers in 

Other Miscellaneous lhdustries), the results of government surveys over a period of a 

few years are gathered together. 
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“The　number　is　not　few　of　thoseめ68∫徒弟（apPrentices）who，after　they　have　acquired

some　skill　in　one　factory，rather　than　remain　there　as　mere　appreatices　choose　tQ　move　to

another　factory　in　the　hope　of　obtain三ng　higher　salary，even　before　their　terms　are　com・

pleted，＆nd価ally　to　become　the　so－called　migratory　factory　hands，”4

　　　　The　high　mobility　rate　was　seen　not　only　among　the　apprentices，

but　also　among．the　regular　workers：

“Though　the　rate　of　mobility　among　ironworkers　is　somewhat　lower　than　among　workers

in　cotton　spinning，weaving，and　silk・reeling，stil11t　seems　extremely　high　in　comparison

to　that　of　ironworkers　in　America　and　Europe．Especially，in　such　work　areas　as　are　in

dire　need　of　skmed　workers　as　the　result　of　lively　demand　situations，there　are　many

who　lightly　move　to　other　factor三es　on　the　promise　of　the　sl1ghtest　pay　increase，and　who，

the且，once　the　business　has　slacked　at　their　new　place　of　employment，again　move　to　the

larger　factor圭es．And　there　were　a　very　few　workers　who，from　the　beginning，settled　upon

this　particular　job　with　an　intent　to　stay　with　it　for　life。Instead，the　number　was　large

of　thQse　who　gave　up　their　job　in　mid－career，either　because　of　bQredom　or　on、the　strength

of　n頴nor　savings．”5

　　　　The　situation　was　much　the　same　among　other　groups　of　workers

also．For　example，the　following　is　written　about　workers　in　the　print－

ing血dustry：

“ln　printing　shops，too，a　scramble　for　skilled　workers　seemed　unavoidable．During　periods　of

brisk　business　in　the　printing　industry　itself　or　with　the　rise　of　industry　in　general

creating　the　need　for　workers　in　other　sectors，not　a　small　number　of　apprentices　as

well　as　sldlled　workers－for　the　former　their　employer　had　labouriously　trained　them

over　a　per三〇d　of　years－availed　the鵬elves　of　any　number　of　pretexts　to　leave　their

factories．”6

　　　　However，the　leading　industry　at　this　time　was　neither　the　machhlery

indusny　nor　the　printing　indus往y，but　ra止er　the　textile　industη、　Here

the　majority　of　the　workers　were　women．The　r＆te　of　mobility　among

female　workers　was　even　higher　than　among　male　skilled　workers．It

is　written　about　these　female　textile　workers：

“The　mobility　of　workers　is　astoundingly　high．

of　those　hired　or　quitting　in　a　given　year　was

curreゑtly　working　in　the　factory．7

In　any　spinning　mi11シthe　average　number

equal　to，　or　higher　血an，　that　of　those

　　　　There　were　two　reasons　for　this．　The　female　workers　were　re．

cruited　from　mral　families　as46肋58g乞workers；and　in　the　process　of

drawing　out　this　work　force　from　the　conservative　r皿al　fami虹es，there

was　a　certain　amount　of　friction．Sんo競σ」η’o　gives　a　vivid　description：

4　　3ho競σ」吻，Seikatsu・sha　edition，VoL　IIンTokyo・1948・p・38・

5　　3ho競σJiゆ，VoL　II，p。12．

6　　Sho勲σ」ガσ，VoL　II，p．223。

7　　Sho競o乃oσ，Vo1，1，19477p．66。
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“Prospective　female　workers　are　approached　by　recruiters　strategically　placed　in　di長erent

肛eas．In　i丑ducing　the　women　to　work，tトe　recruiters　present　only　the　pleas孤t　sides　of

the　factory　life，saying　nothing　about　its　hardships．Female　workers　recruited　in　this　way，

once　they　have　entered　the　factory，f血d　that　things　are　quite　otherwise　than　they　have

beenledt・believe．Whentheyenc・unterseverehardships，theyperceivef・rthe五rst
time　the　duplicity　of　the　recruiters　and　lodged　complaints　with　the　factory　m段nagers，who

磁sregard　them．

Those　who　are　resolved　to　leave　the　factory　generally　Iack　money　for　the　trip　home　l

and　the　company　itself　used　v肛ious　meEms　to　prevent　the　workers’escape．For　example，

for　a　period　of　some　months　after亡heh7starting　at　the　factory，no　permission　is　granted

to宮o　outside　the　factory　grounds　even　on　holidays．Then，for　a　period　of　some　days

after　payday，guards　patrol　the　area　around　the　workers，dormitories．In　these　circum－

stances，those　who　were　weak－willed　choke　on　their　tears　and　stay　at　the　factory　for　the

duτation　o｛the圭r　contract　period，while　those　who　had　some　daring　set　about　plalming

escape。”8

　　　Another　factor　inducing　the　high　mobility　rate　among　female

workers　was　the　demand－and・supply　situation　peculiar　to　this　stage　of

rapid　industrialization，which，＆s　has　been　seen　already，had　likewise

af［ected　the　male　labour　market：

“ln　regard　to　the　recruitment　of　spinning　workers，attention　should　be　given　to　the　factor

of　scramble　for　workers．With　the　recent　expansion　of　the　spinning　industry，the　demand

for　workers　has　increased　markedly，with　the　supply　inevitably　falling　much　behind．

Newly　established　factories，rather　than　hiring　those　totally　inexperienced　and　lacking

of　skill　and　training　them　step　by　step，often　resort　to　the　expedient　of　snatching　expe・

rienced　female　workers　from　already　established　factor三es．”9

　　　Such　being　the　situation，the　duration　of　a　worker’s　continuous

service　was　naturally　short．The　accompanying　table　is　based　upon　the

govemment　survey　of　the　continuous　service　period　which　appears　in

5ho競σ」ゆ。　There　is　some　v夏riation　accord血g　t6industries，but　half

of　all　the　workers　have　a　continuous　work　period　of　less　than　a　year．

βσ5襯3ho競δ」ゆ紡績職工射青（The　Condi行on　of　Workers　in　the　Spin．

ning　Industry）describes　the　situation　in　the　following　words：“The

tumover　rate　of　workers　in　each　factory　in　the　course　of　a　year　is

Table1。WORKERS，PERIOD　OF　CONTINUOUS　SERVICE
　　　Number6months6months　1－2　　2－3　　3－5more　thanSex　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total
　　Surveyed　　or　Iess　to　a　year　years　years　years　5years

丘onworkers　　　Male　9，733
printers　　　　　　Male　　2，725

Textile　workers　Male　5，368

　　　　　　　　　Female　19，344

12．9　　　　　39．6　　　　6．6

23．8　　　　　18．3　　　18．8

29．2　　　　　19．7　　　17。6

27．3　　　　　20．4　　　18．3

17．8　　　11．4　　　　11．7　　　　100．0

11．8　　　11．4　　　15．9　　　　100．0

12．0　　　12．7　　　　8、9　　　　100．0

11．9　　　13．6　　　　8．6　　　　100．0

　Source：3ho競σ」ガσ，VQL　I，p。701VoL　II，pp．11，223，

8　　5ho競σ」ゆ，VoL　I，p，52。

9　　Sho競σ詑ヴσ，VoL　I，p。53．






























